
A quick introduction to Georgian – mastering a language of the Caucasus 
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Figure 1: Overview of the Kartvelian language family. Wedged lines are ranges of dialects. 

 
About Georgian 

Georgian is part of the Kartvelic group of languages, conveniently grouped as 
Caucasian together with the Abkhaz-Adyghe (or Abkhaz-Circassian) and Nakh-Daghestanian 
families. This seems to be a distinction based more on location and nativity to the region than 
real kinship, though. First, an overview of the Kartvelian languages will be given, without 
going too much in detail. 
 The Kartvelian languages consist of four languages that are still alive, of which 
Georgian is by far the best known and documented. Close to Georgian are the languages of 
Laz and Mingrelian. Somewhat more distantly related is Svan, probably the poorest 
documented Kartvelian languages. For more info on Svan you can e-mail me, but our 
attention will be mostly (if not completely) on Georgian. 
 

Probably the most difficult for many speakers of Indo-European languages is the 
pronunciation of some rather exotic sounds (science folk refer to these sounds as phonemes 
and I think it would not hurt if you stored this word in your internal database, because it is 
quite a key linguistic unit) combined with a just as exotic an alphabet. 

First a bit more about linguistics in general, because it may help you to understand 
better what is being talked about in those dreadfully long linguistic journals. We now know 
what a phoneme is, but even a phoneme is made of smaller components called features. Again, 
this is a key element so remember it. Now, lets illustrate this principle by giving some 
examples. 

 
Let’s take the Spanish word palabra, meaning ‘word’. Why Spanish? English is very 

inconsistent with its spelling, as are many other European languages, whereas Spanish in 
general is far more logical. 



Back to our word: palabra. Now let’s separate this word into phonemes: 
  

Palabra  [p] [ā] [l] [ā] [b] [r] [ā] 
 

Note that a phoneme is not always the same as an individual letter. An extreme 
example is the English word through: 

  
 Through  [θ] [r] [ūw] 
 
Let’s look at the letter θ (spelled th in English) for a moment. Upon closer 

examination we see that it is constructed out of several smaller particles called features. These 
are: 
  

 [+ consonantal]  it is a consonant 
 [- vocalic]  without any vocalic functions 
 [+ front]  it is formed in the front of the mouth 
 [- labial]  the lips are not used in forming the sound 
 [+ dental]  the teeth are used 
 [- nasal]  it has no nasal aspects, i.e. no air is being pushed through                      

the nose outwards 
  [+ coronal]  the front of the tongue is being raised in its formation 
  [+ continuant]  air is being pushed through the teeth more or less equally 

 
Scientists use the concept of features to describe changes in sounds throughout the 

history of a certain language, or the development from a proto-language to its current state. So, 
unless you plan to be active in historical linguistics, you probably won’t have to deal with 
features as much.1 However, it might be useful to know they exist, much as it is nice to know 
atoms exist even though you are no theoretical physicist. 
 
Back to Georgian 

Now we’ll get back to our main subject: the Georgian language. What I would like for 
you to do, students of the Georgian language, is to visit this website: 

http://webzone.imer.mah.se/projects/georgianV04/DEMO/LECT01/Anbdedaena/000A
NBAN.HTML

It is probably one of the best websites on the Georgian language available and besides 
offering the sounds by two native speakers (one male, the other female) it also gives you a 
clue as how to write the letters. So, your homework is: 

- visit the site 
- make flashcards, cardboard/paper cards, and on them write the printing letter and 

the writing letter. Write the transliteration on the other side. I have no scanner 
unfortunately, but I will try to scan a page of Georgian letters for you all in due 
time and place them online. 

 
On the next page I have presented an overview for you, so just fill out the table with 
the writing letters and place them on the cards. Merry studying! 

                                                 
1 It is also used a lot in studies of pronunciation of a language. 

http://webzone.imer.mah.se/projects/georgianV04/DEMO/LECT01/Anbdedaena/000ANBAN.HTML
http://webzone.imer.mah.se/projects/georgianV04/DEMO/LECT01/Anbdedaena/000ANBAN.HTML


 
Georgian Writing  Transliteration  
ა  a 

გ  b 

ბ  g 

დ  d 

ე  e 

ვ  v/w 

ზ  z 

თ  t‘ 

ი  i 

კ  k’  

ლ  l 

მ  m  

ნ  n  

ო  o  

პ  p’ 

ჟ  ž  

რ  r  

ს  s  

ტ  t’  

უ  u  

ფ  p‘ 

ქ  k‘ 

ღ  γ  

ყ  q’ 

შ  š  

ჩ  č‘ 

ც  ts‘ 

ძ  dz  

წ  ts’ 

ჭ  č’ 

ხ  χ  

ჯ  dž  

ჰ  h  
 


